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Summer 2 Newsletter
Dear Parent/Carer,
We hope you have had a lovely half-term break and the children are ready to prepare for secondary school.
Transition will be the big focus for the last part of this academic year. I believe one of the main goals of Year
6 is to get 'secondary ready' and we will be discussing with the children what this actually means. We have
various tasks planned to support the children during this period within school and will offer emotional
support for those with any concerns or worries about starting a new school. We do have a worry box in the
classroom that I will be promoting the use of especially during the next few weeks. In addition to this, we
have a number of secondary school teachers that will be visiting the class: they will run several activities;
provide lots of information about the transitioning phase; share the great experiences of high school and be
able to answer any questions. It might be a nice time to share your experiences with the children about
moving schools.
At the SATS presentation evening, you may remember me explaining about Science SATS. To explain briefly,
there is no Science SAT paper for all children to complete, instead it is teacher assessed from all the work the
children have completed throughout the year. However, the government do complete random Science SAT
sampling throughout the country, every year. A number of schools are selected at random and then in each
school, five children again are selected at random to complete a Science SAT paper. Iveson Primary has been
selected this year to take part in the Science SAT sample, which will take place on Friday 8th June. Only five
children will complete the Science test and we have no say on which children are chosen. A representative
will arrive at school and administer the test so we have no involvement at all. The children are very
enthusiastic about Science and I know whoever is selected will try their very best. It must be noted however,
Science results will not be published on an individual basis nor on a school basis. Overall results from the
whole sampling across the country will be published by the government. Therefore, I do not want any
children to worry or begin excessive revision. If you have any further questions, please get in touch.
The pupils have worked extremely hard lately so we feel it is necessary to reward their efforts. We have two
trips planned already: University of York - to inspire the children to think about their future and to give them
the experience of what life is like at a university and the Shakespeare's Rose Theatre - to watch a performance
of Romeo and Juliet in Europe's first ever pop-up Shakespearean theatre, providing the experience of what
entertainment was like more than 400 years ago. These events will be promoting our 'Experience' Iveson
Essential before the children leave primary school. Furthermore, the children have collated their ideas with
other treats they wish to have so watch this space!
Please encourage your child to maintain their focus and effort - we have many exciting experiences coming
up. Many thanks for your continuous support and I shall look forward to seeing you all in our Leaver's
Assembly!
Year 6
Miss Armitage, Mr Everett and Mrs Tarrant
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English We will be reading and analysing

Science

various Greek myths to link with our History
topic of the Ancient Greeks. We will
continue to link in our reading skills,
grammar and writing opportunities
alongside the text.

Electricity
The pupils will learn how
electricity works and
create their own circuits,
using various components.
The children will use
scientific enquiry to
investigate what happens
when extra components
are added or removed
from the circuit.

Non-fiction texts will be used to research
Ancient Greece.
We will continue to revise grammar features
and punctuation. Weekly homophones will
be sent out as spelling practice.

Computing

History/Geography

Art:

Ancient Greece

The children will be looking at Greek patterns and
making Greek vases, using different media. Mosaics
will be a focus for the half-term.

Share our holiday homework
– research on this topic.
Who were the Ancient
Greeks? What did they do for
us? We will also link in our
British Value of Democracy
and the Olympics in PE.

Year 6

Our theme for this half-term is to PRESENT.
We will be learning how to present our
research findings as we explore the Ancient
Greeks.

Music
The children will be re-writing some of the lyrics
from the songs we have practised and performed
this year.
We will be designing and rehearsing our Leaver’s
Assembly – you will be amazed and so proud of
the children!

Summer 2
Maths

PSHCE
We will be learning about ‘Keeping Safe and
Managing Risk’.
What does this mean? How does it apply to
me? How does it apply to the world?

P.E

Our underlying theme for this half-

term is ‘Personal Skills’. Ask your child
about what this means and what you could
do together as a family to promote this.

R.E.
How does growing up bring responsibility
and commitment?

Important Information








th

Science SATS sampling is on Friday 8 June for five
randomly chosen children
Year 6 Leavers Photographs – 18th June. Let’s make sure
we are all smart for our final photographs at Iveson
Primary School
Revision guides should be returned to school so other
children can use them next year
Spellings need to be worked on by all pupils and will still
be given out each Friday. Spelling tests will continue to
take place on Friday mornings
P.E. kit is needed in school every day
Univerity of York visit – Wednesday 4th July
Shakespeare Rose Theatre visit – Monday 9th July

We will be applying all our knowledge from the
whole of KS2 to complete problem-solving
activities and fun, enterprise projects.
The children will be working independently, in
pairs and sometimes as a team to solve the tasks.
We even have a ‘maths murder mystery morning’
planned – who will uncover the truth using their
maths skills?

